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Intelligent solutions
Cash Store intelligent - RCS 400 - RCS 800 - T-FLEX Coin Dispenser
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Cash Complete
Cash Store Intelligent - CSI

The CashComplete Cash Store Intelligent CSI Smart Deposit Solution improves accuracy, cash visibility and shrinkage protection for a complete transformation

of your cash management. The CSI is the ideal solution for businesses where cash volume, security and handling takes up a significant amount of staff and

time.

- Streamline and automated cash handling - Individual user accountability

- Reduce loss from theft and shrinkage - Avoid counting inaccuracies and counterfeit

notes

Decrease Shrinkage

Integrating the Cash Store Intelligent into your business will streamline your cash handling process while 

preventing errors and protecting your business from shrinkage

- Reduce Touchpoints - Increased Accountability

- Automated Processing - Counterfeit Prevention

Fewer handlers in the cash handling cycle 

decreases the risk of error
Monitor deposits with unique user logins

Prevent misreporting your cash inventory by automating

the process
Instanly validate every note with the easy 4-way

read validator to protect against counterfeits

CashComplete™ CSI Note Store Inteligent Solution improves your business with cash management intelligence,

allowing you to spend less time handling cash and more time managing your business. The CashComplete™ 

software provides you the opportunity to receive daily credit from local branches and delay CIT pickups. The CSI

is an affordable way to extend intelligent cash management benefits to your business’ point of sale 

operation

Upgrade Today

1

Utilizing SUZOHAPP\'s proven MFL bill validator, the SDS-35 reduces shrinkage, which is the loss of cash due

to hazards such as theft, accounting errors, and accepting counterfeit notes. Integrating the CashCompleteTM

SDS-35 at the point of sale (POS) will streamline your cash counting process by eliminating unnecessary

touchpoints and immediately securing your cash.

CSI Fits Directly

Under Your

Checkout

Counter
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CSI User Interface Screen Shots
Cash Store Intelligent - CSI

Cash Complete offers a remote location login facility, You are able to login from a central location and view your CSI activity

by region by store or by individual till point

- Selecting a specific device gives access to a total device contents by denomination, piece

count and value

- Individual transaction times are recorded

- The percentage fill of the storage unit is also shown to allow for better planning for cash   

collection and emptying

- Each transaction time is time and date stamped

2

72%
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The latest RCS-400 2.0 transforms the cash handling into smart cash management, improving the busi-

ness at all levels. The minimalistic design together with the latest best-in-class technology and unique

software connection, makes the RCS-400 2.0 one of the strongest back office solutions on the market.

The RCS-400 2.0 improves the already very popular RCS-400 coin recycler for back office operations

within retail, leisure and public transport. The RCS-400 2.0 works seamlessly with the unique monitoring

software solution. 

The solution is the ultimate management platform for superior financial and operational control of cash.

The cash solution is also connectable to any existing network and can be monitored from any remote 

position.

RCS 400 Retail Cash Office System

3

- Efficient Cash Handling - High Security and Storage Capacity

- Extream user -Frendliness - Flexible Cash Drawer options

High recycling capacity up to 16,000

coins for 8 denominations
The new overflow box (5,500 coins) increases

the total storage of coins up to 21,500

The low working height together with light

indications make it one of the most 

user-freindly solutions on the market

IUCD with coin cups or a large tray for big 

dispense operations. Flexible options of cash

drawers to suit customer requirements

Advantages

- Streamlined Cash Handling

- Improved in-store Cash Flow Managment

- Issuing Floats

- High Security of Cash

- Counterfeit Detection

- Easy Reconciliation

- Optimised CIT Deliveries and Pickups

- Shifts, Costs of office and Staff

- High Speed and Accuracy

- Reduce Cash Handling Costs



Cash Visibility

Maximum cash flow control
Reycling of coins and notes increasing efficiency and staff flexibility
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The float 

is automatically 

populated in the

till drawer...

Intelligent solutions

Per individual cashier
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RCS 800 Retail Cash Office System

After registering on the RCS-800, the cashier selects the cash mix for the day. In less than 30

seconds, coins and notes are automatically dispensed, coins into the cashier’s specified cash

drawer. Banknotes are dispensed from the note recycling device in parallel, and a receipt is

printed.

All activities are registered in the machine’s database or sent via the monitoring software to a

central server. During the day, the RCS-800 also serves as a continuous cash supplier, enabling

a supervisor to support cashiers with change when needed. At the end of the day, the cashier

registers at the RCS-800 and quickly deposits coins and notes from the day’s takings.

The coins and notes are safely stored in dispensers ready for future float dispensing, the

notes can be stored in the recycling device for future float dispense or directly sent to the self

sealing transport bag. It has been designed for easy integration with the customer’s software sys-

tems, such as business or back-office systems. Cheques and coupons can be manually keyed

into the system, put in a seal bag and registered by the barcode scanner.

- Time-consuming manual counting and packaging of coins and notes is eliminated

- Automatic dispensing of the daily floats saves a lot of time

- Self sealing bag for specified note denominations ensures safe and easy handling   by 

back-office/CIT

- Automatic counting of the day’s takings per cashier or cash drawer

- Automatic verification of the takings, morning/evening the coins and notes are re-cir- culated  

within the store, which means less need for buying cash

- All activities are registered and saved for tracking purposes processing accuracy assured 

with patented sensor technology

4



T-FLEX Coin Dispenser Specifications
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T-FLEX Automatic Coin Dispenser

Simple to install and easy to train employees. Customers have told us that implementing the 

T-Flex Coin Dispenser can save 5 to 8 seconds on every cash transaction. This means you’ll

process more customers through the line faster, which leads to increased profits. Because the 

T-Flex Coin Dispenser automatically calculates the correct change based on commands from the

Point of Sale system, cashier errors are a thing of the past.

5

Dispenses change in under 2 seconds

Saves 5 to 8 seconds per transaction

Serve more customers faster

Improve speed of service by up to 15%

Eliminate bottlenecks waiting for change

Dimensions 368 x 247 x 165 mm

Weight 11.25lbs (without coin)

RS232 serial port, USB connectivity

32 volt DC, 4 amps max

Power consumption 70W

General Features

- Dispenses 6 coins per second

- Easy reconcilliation

- Reduce cashier time by 10 to 15 minutes

- Software tracks chage issued

- Fast operation

- Small footprint
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Connect Box for scales and Note Counter Intergration
EPoS or Excel

6

- Intergration in only a few hours

- Multiple product intergration

- Professional solution

General Features

- With just one integration you connect all cash counting devices

with your POS system

- Our modern REST API allows a simple and easy integration

- Great comfort for your customers: the count at the cash desk

or back o ce is sent to the POS with a simple push of a button

- Errors due to manual input of data are completely eliminated

- Additional revenue option, can oer your customers an integration

of cash counting products with a simple integration.  

Make your daily cash up easier for your customers withratiotec Connect. With the integration of theConnect box

into your POS-Software you immediately give your customers a vast choice of products that can be integrated for their

cash settlement.The tedious and error-prone input of the payroll results manually into the POS system is over. Our modern REST API

with the standardized protocols HTTP and SSL allows you to almost integrate all cash counting products with a unique, very manageable 

workload.

The transfer of cash statements from our money scale and our machines are encrypted via Bluetooth Di e-Hellman key

exchange, additional the data transport is secured with a 256-bit AES encryption.

CTRS2000

T225 Note Counter

CTX 500 Note Counter



Detection products
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Counterfeit detection
UV Detectors - Electronic Detection - Mini Detectors - POS Detectors - Detector Pens
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Small, compact and reliable forgery detection unit with a large easy to read LCD display.

The unit will automatically count denomination and value of the notes as they pass through

the censor. If any notes are found to be counterfeit, the unit will omit an audible alarm

SoldiSmart Plus  Forgery Detector 
Detect Forged UK and Euro Bank Notes

- Banknotes can be presented in any direction

- Detection speed of <0.5 seconds per note

- Lithium battery or mains power

Product features

Forgery Detection CT1189
UV detector lamps

- Powerful 9W UV tube

- Notes/credit cards/driving licences/passports

- Small compact design

- Easy to change tube

- Size: 192 (L) x 80 (D) x 85 (H) mm

Forgery Detection CT1983
- Powerful 12W UV tube

- 6w White light (watermark detection)

- Notes/credit cards/driving licences/passports

- Size: 270 (W) x 140 (D) x 140 (H) mm

-  Update port on reverse

7

- IR - MG -MT - SD

Counterfit Detection
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The Cashtec CT155 and the CT185 uses the latest counterfeit detection technology to

scrutinize seven advanced security features built into today’s currencies: infrared ink,

magnetic ink, metallic thread, color, size, thickness and watermark. This technology is

so reliable it even detects double notes and half notes. In just half a second, you’ll know

with 100% certainty whether the banknote in your hand is genuine or counterfeit 

Electronic Forgery Detector 
Detect Forged UK, Euro & Scottish Bank Notes

- Banknotes can be presented in any direction

- Detection speed of <0.5 seconds per note

- Lithium battery or mains power

- 2D size detection

Verifies Banknotes through 7 Different Features

-

Watermark (WM) - Magnetic (MG) - Metalic Thread (MT) - Infared (IR) - Colour (CD) - Size - Thickness

Forgery Detection CT155
Automatic Counterfeit Detector

- Verifies GBP, EUR, CHF, USD, CAD, MXN, CNY, SCT

- Insert currencies in any direction

-100% tested for GBP (www.bankofengland.co.uk)

8

Forgery Detection CT185
Automatic Counterfeit Detector

- Verifies GBP, EUR, CHF,SCT

- Insert currencies in any direction

-100% tested for GBP (www.bankofengland.co.uk)
Detects Scottish       

Notes

Rechargable battery
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Forgery Detector Mini

- Metal Thread Detection

- UV Detection

- Portable with Neck Strap

- Notes/Credit Cards/Driving Licence/Passports

Magnetic thread and UV

- 100% accurate

- UV Detection

- Portable with key ring attachement

- Notes/Credit Cards/Driving Licence/Passports

- Detects Paper & Polymer Notes

- UV Detection

- Easy use

- Long lasting Battery

- 100% accurate

- UV Detection

- Detects smartwater and selecta DNA

- Notes/Credit Cards/Driving Licence/Passports

Key Ring UV Detector
Compact, light and easy to use UV detection key ring

POS check-a-note
Detects Both Paper & Polymer 

Handheld UV Detector
Compact, light and easy to use UV detection handheld device

Counterfeit Detector Pen
Effective & Reliable Low Cost Solution

80% of retailers still prefer the simplicity and reliabilty of a

detector pen to the more complex electronic machines

- Low cost effective solution

- Simple to use

- 100% Accurate

- Instant result

Order Volumes
250 / 500 / 750 1,000+

9



POS products
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POS Cash Storage
POS Note Store - POS Note Safe
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POS Note Store Deposit Box
Internal Cassette for cash Security

A solid and robust steel constructed drop safe for the secure storage of bank notes at the till

point. Notes are posted into the outer solid steel drop safe and stored neatly and securely within

the inner lockable spring loaded cassette

Note Store Specifications

- Simple operation

- Hold aproximatly 450 notes

- Portable internal cassette

- Anti fish entry point

- Easy to install with solid fixing points

- High security locks and keys

POS Note Safe Deposit Box
Internal Cassette for cash Transportation

A solid universal drop safe with atwo point secure access locking system for the safe storage

of bank notes at the till point. Notes are posted into the outer steel drop safe and stored neatly

and securely within the inner lockable spring loaded cassette

Note Safe Specifications

- Simple operation

- Hold aproximatly 450 notes

- Portable internal cassette

- Universal fixing bracket

- Easy to install with solid fixing points

- 2 point access locking system

Outer box - W 105mm D 185mm H 215mmOuter box - W 140mm D 255mm H 230mm

10



Transportation products
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Cash & Valuable Transportation
Cash Transportation Trolleys - Secure Cash Boxes
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MK4 Trolley - Coin / Till Drawers - Length Overall:     420mm

- Valuable Stock - Less handle:         320mm

- 3/5 Shelf Inserts - Width Overall:       430mm

- Can be Alarmed - Less handle:         320mm

- Height Overall:      910mm*

Cash Transportation Trolleys
For Cash & Valuables

- Coin / Till Drawers

- Valuable Stock

- 3 Shelf Inserts

- Can be Alarmed

- Clipboard Holder

- Lockable Topbox

- Length Overall:     420mm

- Less handle:         320mm

- Width Overall:       430mm

- Less handle:         320mm

- Height Overall:      910mm*

- Body casing:         730mm

- Weight:                 22 KG

MK1  Trolley

Protect cash and valuables while moving them around the store. This range of solid lockable

and secure transportation trolleys will offer maximum protection

- Coin / Till Drawers

- Valuable Stock

- Postbox Top Flap

- Can be Alarmed

- Length Overall:     650mm

- Less handle:         550mm

- Width Overall:       430mm

- Less handle:         320mm

- Height Overall:      910mm*

- Body casing:         730mm

- Weight:                 22 KG

MK2 Trolley
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Robust Secure Cash Boxes
Available in 5 sizes & 4 colours

A range of cash boxes in various sizes and colours. All boxes come with 2 keys and iner plastic

trays to accomodate coin denominations

colours4Available in

- Powder coated steel

- Carry handle

- Lift out plastic coin tray

- Cylinder lock and 2 keys

Size

Cash & Valuable Transportation

12
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Seals Bags and Ties
Available in a range of colours and sizes

A range of sealable seure securaty bags available in a range of colours and sizes. These bags

are used for cash and valuables transportation.

Bag Type Item Colours Available Size mm

A7 A7 Flat Red - Blue - Clear 170 x 230

A6 A6 Flat Red - Blue - Clear 240 x 250

A6 A6 6L Red - Blue 240 x 250 x 100

A5 A5 Flat Red - Blue - Clear 300 x 250

A5 A5 8L Red - Blue 300 x 250 x 100

A5 A5 25L Red - Blue 300 x 250 x 350

A5 A5 35L Red - Blue 300 x 250 x 450

A4 A4 Flat Red - Blue - Orange - Clear 406 x 305

A4 A4 12L Red - Blue - Orange 406 x 305 x 100

A4 A4 20L Red - Blue 406 x 305 x 150

A4 A4 40L Red - Blue 406 x 305 x 350

A3 A3 Flat Red - Blue - Orange - Clear 406 x 485 

A3 A3 20L Red - Blue - Orange 406 x 485 x 100

A3 A3 30L Red - Blue 406 x 485 x 150

Bespoke Logoed Seals
Available in various colours and designs

We supply a range of seals for the retail leisure and banking industries, we have the correct

seal for almost every application from securing mailing and cash bags to locking down a

retail delivery vehicle

We can also bespoke your seal making it unique to your organisation by adding your com-

pany logo on whatever colour seal and design you choose

Ring Seal Vehicle Seals POS Storage Seals

Seals for Every Application...

13



No Mixed Coin Bags
Bank Approved

No mixed coin bags approved by UK banks, often difficult to obtain from your bank in large vol-

umes theses coin bags will hold all coin denominations

- Plastic no mixed coin bags

- Labeled denominations

- Standard weight to work with money scales

Pack size

150 - 250 - 500 - 1,000 +

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

Banknote Bands
Available for £5 - £10 - £20 - £50

UK Bank approved

Pack size

1,000 Bands per pack

Cash & Voucher Sealable Bags
Available in 7 colours

Keep Safe low security polythene envelopes are tough, clean and lightweight, ensuring contents

arrive securely and in perfect condition.

- Size 161 x 240 mm

- Micron 50 micron film

- Quantity 100 per pack

Inner CIT Cash Bags
Security sealable inner cash bags

Inner cash bags that can be printed to suit company logos and sequencial numbers

- Opaque polythene mailer

- Printed or plain

- Various sizes

www.cashtec.co.uk8Cash & Valuable Transportation
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Cash Management Trays and Holders

Lockable bulk coin storage bin designed for

under-counter fixing.- 10” - 12”

Coin storage bin

Electronic flip till

Electronic Flip Till
Perfect storage and easy access 

Originally developed for the Nationwide 
Building Society, our high quality Flip Tills
have since become popularwith a number of 
organisations where safety and security is 
a priority and cashier working space is at a 
premium. Easy to install, the Flip Till drops
neatly into thecounter and sits flush with the
surface. Eachtill is supplied complete with a 
bespoke innercash box which is lockable and 
alsoremovable.This enables individua
cashiers to be responsible for their own trans-
actions and also facilitates quicker staff
changeovers. Also supplied is a push button
release and power pack to operate the till.

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

15

MK1 Coin Hopper MK4 Coin Tray MK3 Coin Rack CTW5 Note Case CTPB01 CTPB02

- In excess of £245.00

- Conforms to BOE coins

- Latest specification

- Modular design

- Extreamly portable

- Seperated coin

- High flexibility

- Come with cover

- Seperated coin/colours

- 4 or 6 compartments

- Removable dividers

- High capacity

- High security locks

- Covered lid

- Highly versatile

Coin Storage Bin

- High security locks

- Covered lid

- Highly versatile



Coin Counting products
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Coin Counters & Sorters
CTCB Bulk Coin Weigher - CTMANM Bulk Coin Weigher - CT216 Coin Sorter - CT209 Coin Sorter- Mach 6 - Mach 3 - Mach 9 - Mach 12 - CTDTC 9

Sortovit Coin Sorter
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CTCB Flatbed Bulk Coin Weigher 
Stirling and Euro coin Weigher

The CTCB is a compact, lightweight, portable and economical coin scale ideal for checking the

contents of small bank bags for banking or cashing up within the Retail and hospitality 

Industries

CTMANM Flatbed Bulk Coin Weigher
Stirling and Euro coin weigher

The MA-NM coin counting scale is ideal for counting large or small bank bags.This machine is

portable and covers many applications for checking contents of small and large bank bags for

banking or cashing up within the Retail Industry

CTCB Flatbed Bulk Coin Weigher Specifications

- Simple to use coin scale - New £1 coin ready

- Mains or battery operation

- Also available with stainless steel scoop

- Weighing mode 2kg x 0.5g

- Stainless steel plate size 175mm x 180mm

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

16

CTMANM Flatbed Bulk Coin Weigher

- Plate size: 290mm x 220mm

- Dimensions: 345mm x 297mm x 106mm

- Capacity: 8kg x 1g

- Power supply: mains and rechargeable battery

- Programmable units for weight and denomination

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

- Security password setting functiont

- LCD display with LED backlight

- Low battery & charging indications

- Overload protection design

- Adjustable feet, bubble level, dust cover

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
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CT 216 Coin Counter
Stirling and Euro Coin Counter/Sorter

A low cost automatic coin sorter and counting machine for lower volumes of UK Sterling coin.

(Also available for Euro coins). Mains operated with an LED display showing the total value

counted and values for each denomination counted.

CT209 Coin Counter
Stirling Coin Counter/Sorter

A mid-range automatic coin sorter and counting machine for medium volumes of UK Sterling

coin. Mains operated with a LED display showing the total value counted and values for each

denomination counted

CT 216 Coin Counter Specifications

- Counting speed 216 coins/min

- Display type LCD 3 digit bactch display

- Batching veriables 1 to 999

- Receving capacity 250 coins

- Power source AC115V

6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

17

General Features

- Count mixed denomination coin

- Batching 1-999

- Auto stop

- Printer port for external thermal printer

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

CT 209 Coin Counter Specifications

- Counting speed 450 coins/min

- Display type LCD 3 digit bactch display

- Batching veriables 1 to 999

- Receving capacity 300 coins

- Power source AC115V

6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

General Features

- Count mixed denomination coin

- Batching 1-999

- Auto stop

- Printer port for external thermal printer

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
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Coin Sorter Mach 6
With optional WAVE coin authentication

The Mach 6 is a fast, compact coin sorter/counter configurable for tabletop or higher 

volume applications requiring bagging capability. Mach 6 is the perfect solution for medium

size bank branches, retailers, transportation authorities and even casino operations,

Highly configurable, Mach 6 can track and consolidate management information, 

eliminating the need for manual reporting

Coin Sorter Mach 3
Coin sorter/counter/packager

The Mach 3 is a versatile, cost efficient compact coin sorter that simplifies and speeds coin pro-

cessing for any business that counts, sorts or packages coin by hand

18

Mach 6 Specifications

- Up to 3000 coins per minute

- Pre-set batching

- Managment information control

- Counterfeit coin option

- Selectable bag stops

- 2 line alpha-numeric display

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

Mach 3 Specifications

- Up to 1500 coins per minute

- Pre-set batching

- Bagging function

- Continuous sorting

- PC connectivity

- Heavy duty chassis design

- 10” - 12”



Coin Sorter Mach 9 and 12
High speed coin processing for high volume applications

The Mach 9 is a high speed coin sorter applicable to high volume processing centres where

throughput and reliability is paramount. Mach 9 is the perfect solution for financial processing 

centres, vending and transport companies and gamming houses. Highly configurable, Mach 9 can

track and consolidate management information eliminating the need for manual reporting. 

Optional coin authentication provides another layer of security and precise count assurance

Coin Counters & Sorters www.cashtec.co.uk

WAVE Detection
Coin authentication technology

With the addition of patented WAVE coin authentication option, the Mach 9 becomes the ideal

machine to assist in the rejection of intrusive or counterfeit coins. Coin detection increases 

accountability while maintaining the highest degree of accuracy

The standard management information control system (MICS) provides three levels of memory

and allows other media - such as cheques, vouchers or bulk coin to be entered via keypad. Notes

can be entered manually or automatically transferred if note counter is interfaced, ensuring a com-

prehensive audit trail

An easy to read LCD graphic display provides clear function status and operational messages.

Selectable bag stops, batch, sub, grand totals are easily accessed via the direct keypad. Full en-

able easy and quick data entry. Patented quick release bag attachments make it easier and faster

for operators to remove and replace bags as they fill

Throughput is the truest measure of productivity and can only be acheaved when a coin counter

runs uninterupted. The Mach 9’s patented sorting system ensures trouble free operation and un-

rivalled performance

The Mach 9 was designed specifically for high volume applications. Its erganomic design is both

functionaland aesthetically pleaseing. Keypad and printer are easy to reach yet out of the way of

heavy coin bags. There’s a place to store pens, pencils, and clips and even a dedicated space to

rest coin bags

Efficent

Ease of Use

Unmatched Throughput

Thoughtful Design

19

Mach 9 Specifications

- Up to 4,500 coins per minute

- Pre-set batching

- Managment information control

- Counterfeit coin option
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Coin Sorter DTC9
With optional WAVE coin authentication

The latest DTC solution is designed to satisfy the market’s need for reliable and modern cash 

processing. It is a strong performer in sorting and counting, as well as in rejecting foreign 

and damaged coins. Through the unique sensor technology the solution offers outstanding 

accuracy, combined with reliable functions. Maximise the efficiency at the same time as you 

increase the accuracy, enabling you to focus on more profitable tasks. The solution has the latest

features such as a touch-screen display and a keypad for easy operation. This, together with the

proven sensor technology and the reliable construction, ensures years of operating excellence.

CT Sortovit
Speed up your coin processing

Do you need to speed up your coin processing while keeping it totally accurate? With this ma-

chine you get the highest possible accuracy in counting, sorting and batching. You can even

off-sort counterfeit, foreign and damaged coins accurately and in record time. No time-wasting,

no extra energy, no extra expense required. Total efficiency. And it is easy to operate..

Sortovit Coin Sorter Specifications

- Multi-stop capacity

- Fast change sorting track

- 2, 500 coins per minute

- 2 currencie operation upto 17 denominations

- Off-sorting counterfeit, foreign & damaged coins

0” - 12”

20

CTDTC9 Coin Sorter Specifications

- Can be wquiped with bag holder

- Touch screen display

- 600 coins per minute

- Automatic rejection of foreign coins

0” - 12”



Coin and Note Counting products
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Coin & Note Money Scales
Count by Weight
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RS Money Scales connectivity Capable, Banking & Retail options
Weigh coin cups, bank notes loose and bagged coin

The RS money scale will count the contents of a till drawer in less than one minute. The scales are portable

and due to their adjustable display the counting procedure can be done standing or sitting and in light or dark

environments. There is no need to press any buttons during the entire counting procedure. The subtotals are

added automatically in to a total sum

The RS is the easiest money scales on the market to operate with its easy intuitive menu it will allow the use to

configure to choice, there is also no need to send back to the manufacture for any service issues such as cali-

bration as this can be done easily by untrained personnel

Stand alone or 
Connected Solution
For counting Bagged coin - Till cups - Notes - Loose coin

- Set users per store
- Set user priviledges and ID
- Count cash totals in software
- Input voucher, debit card payments
- Update new coin and note denominations
- Export data via EPoS or Eternet
- Date, store and user ID can export to exel

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”

Comprehensive
Warranty Support

Large hod for banking applications
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CT 6165 Count by Weight
Ready for polymer banknotes

Save time and make your administrative tasks easier. The CT 6165 is packed with the latest

technology that allows you to count your entire cash register in less than a minute. Connect

your CT 6165 to the included CT Money Counting Software and save or export your counting

results with just the push of a button The CT 6165 is designed to facilitate easy cash-counting at

the end of a long, tiring business day. Total up all your coins and notes in one fast, smooth

process; automatically deduct the day's starting cash from the total; save and print your results

for easy review. The 6165 guarantees an easy, accurate count in just a minute. 

.

CT6165 Specifications

- Silent operation

- Large 3.3” high contrast LCD display

- USB interface for connection to PC

- RJ-10 port for connection to printer

- Option to calibrate a second coin cup

- Maximum load 1.5Kg

- Dimensions 22.3 x 14.2 x 14.7cm

CT 6185 Count by Weight
Ready for polymer banknotes

The CT 6185 is packed with the latest technology that allows you to count your entire cash register

in less than a minute. Connect your CT 6185 to the included CT Money Counting Software and

save or export your counting results with just the push of a button The CT 6185 is jam-packed

with automated features that facilitate easy cash-counting at the end of a long, tiring business day.

Count coins and notes whether they’re loose, bagged, rolled or bundled automatically deduct the

day’s starting cash from the total. The 6185 is designed to be the ultimate all-in-one, time-saving

cash counter.

CT6185 Specifications

- Silent operation

- Large 3.3” high contrast LCD display

- USB interface for connection to PC

- RJ-10 port for connection to printer

- Option to calibrate a second coin cup

- Maximum load 1.5Kg

- Dimensions 22.3 x 14.2 x 14.7cm
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A range of Piece & Value counters with Forgery Detection
Ready for polymer

A range of fast counting banknote counters that will count and test for counterfeit banknotes. With counting speeds of 

up to 1800 banknotes per minute, this range of piece and value counters will quickly count and display an accurate

counting result on the front LCD display. Banknotes can be placed on the feeder even during machine counting

Note Counters

CTB40 Note Counter T225 Value Counter Magner 35D Note Counter CT Newton Value Sorter CTK2 Value Sorter CTX 500 Value Sorter

Single & duel pocket 
note counters with counterfeit detection

- Entry level counter

- 1000 notes per/min

- Counterfeit detection

- Mid level counter

- 1000 notes per/min

- Mixed notes

- Counterfeit detection

- High level counter

- 1800 notes per/min

- Industry standard

- High level counter

- 1200 notes per/min

- Fitness sorter

- Mixed notes

- High level counter

- 1000 notes per/min

- Multiple currencies

- High level counter

- 1200 notes per/min

- Batch by value
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CTB40 Note Counter with Forgery Detection
Ready for polymer

The B series rapidcount machines are the perfect choice when handling volume 

banknotes with speeds of upto 1000 banknotes per minute the machine gives a quick

and exact counting result. The total amount of banknotes will be displayed clearly and

will also be displayed on the optional external display pod. The complete countereit 

detection features offer a complete protection against forged banknotes. The rapidcount

B20 checks the UV and IR feature of the note while the rapidcount B40 also offers 

detection of the MG features of a banknote..

CTB40 Note Counter Specification

- Speeds of up to 1000 banknotes/min.
- Currency range GBP other currencts available on request
- Counterfeit detection UV, IR MG
- Capacity hopper/stacker 100/200
- Auto start stop function
- Programmable batch stops
- Dimensions 289 x 260 x 174 mm
- Weight 5.1Kg”

General Features

- Counterfeit detection
- Programmable batch stops
- Alpha numeric display
- Fast operation
- Small footprint
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T225 Mixed Note Counter with Forgery Detection
Ready for polymer

The rapidcount T series counts and tests for counterfeit banknotes. With a speed of up

to 1000 banknotes per minute, this value counter will quickly count and display an 

accurate counting result on the front LCD display. Banknotes can be placed on the feeder

even during machine counting operation. Up to 8 currencies can be programmed and

selected with the press of a button.

T225 Note Counter Specification

- Counting speed 600, 800, 1000 notes per minute (selectable)
- Display type: LCD 3 digit batch display 4 digit count display
- Document size limits 1.97" x 3.35" to 4.33" x 7.28"
- Hopper capacity 300 circulated notes
- Stacker capacity 220 circulated notes
- Batching variable 1 to 999
- Error detection, jam, hopper jam. short count, note in stacker
- Document feed mechanism friction, intermittent roller type
- Dimensions 260mm x 280mm x 260mm
- Net weight 7.0 kg
- Power source AC115V +/- 10%, 60/50Hz
- Power consumption 40W (average)
- Operating temperature limits +32° F to 104° F (0° C to 40° C)
- Accumiltion mode, auto add
- Integrated carrying handle2”

General Features

- 8 selectable currenies (option)
- Lightweight
- Fast operation
- Count mixed denominations
- Automatic start/stop
- Low power consumption
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Magner 35D 2016 Note Counter 
Ready for polymer

The classic design of the Magner 35D and its simple features continue to make it the 

industry's standard in basic counting and simplicity of operation. This well established

high quality and most reliable machine will continue its dominance as one of the best

selling currency counters in the UK market.The 35D offers robust functionality with 

automatic start, full error detection, adjustable speed, variable currency batching, and

accumulation mode. At speeds up to 1800 notes per minute, basic currency counting

applications can be performed with greater efficiency and optimum productivity

Magner 35D 2016 Note Counter Specification

- Counting speed 600, 1200, 1800 notes per minute (selectable)
- Display type: LCD 3 digit batch display 4 digit count display
- Document size limits 1.97" x 3.35" to 4.33" x 7.28"
- Hopper capacity 300 circulated notes
- Stacker capacity 500 circulated notes
- Batching variable 1 to 999
- Error detection, jam, hopper jam. short count, note in stacker
- Document feed mechanism friction, intermittent roller type
- Dimensions 10.04" (H) x 11.02" (W) x 9.35" (D)
- Net weight 12.1 lbs. (5.5 kg.)
- Power source AC115V +/- 10%, 60/50Hz
- Power cnsumption 40W (average)
- Operating temperature limits +32° F to 104° F (0° C to 40° C)
- Density settings adjustable, 5 levels2”

General Features

- Selectable batching
- Lightweight
- Fast operation
- Reliability
- Automatic start / stop
- Low power consumption
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CT Newton Value & Fitness Counter/Sorter
Count mixed denominations

This heavy-duty 2-pocket machine offers high efficiency with no stops in the process

when off-sorting unfit notes and counterfeits. Additionally, you can minimise your internal

administration and gain more time for your customer. Updates concerning new notes

and software, as well as all available options, are installed quickly and easily. Thanks to

the user-friendly operating system - these are the first banknote counters and sorters to

use Windows CE - you can easily connect to cash management systems to keep track

of the units’ status. With this investment you also have the opportunity to decentralise

and give your branches independence and flexibility.

CT Newton Value & Fitness Counter/Sorter Specification

- Counting speed 400, 720, 1000, 1200, notes per minute (selectable)

- Display type: TFT 4.3" Touch Screen TFT colour LCD

- Document Size Limits 1.97" x 3.35" to 4.33" x 7.28"

- Hopper capacity 600 notes

- Stacker capacity 200 notes

- Reject capacity 100 notes

- Batching variable 1 to 999

- Error detection, jam, hopper jam. short count, note in stacker

- Document feed mechanism friction, intermittent roller type

- Dimensions 260mm x 280mm x 260mm

- Net weight 7.0 kg

- Forgery detection UV,MG,IR, CIS, ultrasonic

- Power source AC230V +/- 10%, 60/50Hz

- Power consumption 40W (average)

- Operating temperature Limits +32° F to 104° F (0° C to 40° C)

- Accumulation mode, Auto add

- Integrated carrying handle

General Features

- Heavy duty
- Fitness sorting
- Fast operation
- Count mixed denominations
- Automatic start / stop
- Low power consumption
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CT K2 Currency Sorter
More than 60 different currencies available

The CT-K2 is equipped with the latest sensor technology, including MG, UV, IR and image

detection, to help you find counterfeit notes. CT-K2 can be programmed with multiple

currencies and bill sets including Scottish and Northern Ireland banknotes. The CT-K2

conveniently detects the currency automatically so there is no need to switch between

different currency modes.

Compact 
High performing Sorter
CT K2 Currency Sorterr Specification

- Counting speed 1,000 notes /min - value counting
- Display type: 4.3 touch screen
- Document size limits 1.97" x 3.35" to 4.33" x 7.28"
- Hopper capacity 500 circulated notes
- Reject capacity 100 notes
- Batching variable 1 to 999
- Error detection, jam, hopper jam. short count, note in stacker
- Dimensions 273 (H) x 265 (W) x 270 (D) mm
- Net weight  (8.8 kg.)
- Voltage DC24V,12V
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CTX 500 Stirling & Euro Value Counter
ideal for Counting High Volumes of Banknotes

Compact and powerful – our 1,5-Pocket  Banknote counter X 500 with an 

extensive counterfeit detection is the perfect solution for companies dealing with high counting

volumes. The additional reject compartment allows counting up to 1.200 banknotes per

minute without interruption – even severely worn and soiled notes are correctly counted.
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CTX 500 Currency Sorterr Specification

- Value counter and detector
- Counts sorted and mixed banknotes
- Simultaneous counting of different currencies possible
- Ideal for high counting volumes
- 100 % reliable counterfeit detection*
- Detection: UV | IR | MG | SD | CIS
- Stuck or jammed banknotes can be removed from the accessible interior

thanks to the opening transport units.
- Easy to clean.
- Simple and intuitive operation
- 1,200 Banknotes per minute
- Detection UV/IR/MG/SD/CIS
- Capacity feeder / stacker 500 / 200
- Dimensions 250 x 230 x 150mm
- Weight 9.4kg
2”

Currency selection via

high-quality TFT-colour

display with touchscreen

surface. It is possible to

count mixed banknotes of

di erent currencies.
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Class2/B Class 3/C Class 4/D No of users Manager Master Time delay Curier code One time code

Burton

Duo x 1 1 x

Novem Class 3/C x 9 1 x

Kaba Safe Locks

Kaba 525 x 18 2 1 x x

Kaba 528 - Stand alone lock x 36 4 1 x x 

Auditcon 52T vertical, deadbolt x 2 x

Audicon 252 vertical deadbolt x 17 3 1 x x

Auditcon 552 vertical deadbolt x 94 5 1 x x

Cencon x Unlimited x x

Paxos x x x 26 1 1 x

Lagard Safe Locks

LG Augitgard 66e x 8 1 x x

LG Supra 30 x 30 1 x x

Insys Safe Locks

Combistar simplex x 2

Combistar Pro x 9 1 x x

Combisatr Pro RFID x 9 1 x x

Twinlock Bussiness x x 99 1 1 x x

Twinlock IP x x 99 1 1 x x

Twinlock Biopin x x 99 1 1 x x

Twinlock OTC x x 99 1 1 x x x

Elostar Biomaster x 99 1 1 x x

M-Locks Safe Locks

Bravo Vision x 9 1 x

Tecmaster 8000 1 1 x x x

Auditcon Kaba 525 Kaba 528 Twinlock Auditgard Combistar Pro Biomaster Duo
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Commercial Safe Range
High Quality Safe and Strongrooms

This safe section contains a product range aimed specifically at commercial customers and

high net worth private clients. The safes in this brochure are insurance approved and where

applicable they are indepeddatly tested and certified to European Standards EN14450.

EN1143-1 and EN1047

- Free Standing Safes - Underfloor and Wall Safes

- Fire and Data Safes - Vaults and Strongrooms

- Specialist and Deposit Safes
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A range of economical key cabinets that offer a high level of security ideal for use in

large commercial sites, the unit is built from 2mm solid steel and has a 5mmsolid steel

door

Model KS 27 KS 71 KS 133

External HxWxD (mm) 360 x 300 x 100 450 x 360 x 150 650 x 320 x 200

Internal HxWxD (mm) 355 x 295 x 25 445 x 355 x 80 645 x 415 x 130

Weight 8KG 15KG 20KG

Key Hooks 27 71 133

Secure
Estate Key
Management... 

- Electronic locking as standard
- Key tags and numbers supplied
- KS 133 is deeper than most cabinets making
it ideal for bunches of keys

- Height adjustable key racks
- Back fixing x 4

4” - 6” - 8” - 10” - 12”
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